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Mini Ornament Collection Instructions
Items you will need for this project:

Fibrous water soluble stabilizer
Cut away stabilizer
Ribbon or string (to hang ornaments)
Fabric glue
Pom Poms (for hanging ornaments from tree)
Fiber filling (for stuffing inside of tree)
Sewing machine (for Christmas tree assembly)

To assemble Christmas Tree:

 1. Wind bobbin(s) with coordinating thread for tree   
  pattern NFC0542.
 
 2.   Embroider tree pattern NFC0542 3 times.

 3. Hoop two pieces of cut-away stabilizer
 
 4. Embroider the outline (color change #1) 

 
 5. Place material over outline
 
 
 6. Embroider tack down (color change #2)

 7. Take out of hoop and cut close to tack down without   
  cutting the thread.

 8. Embroider the remainder of the tree.  
 
 9. Repeat above steps 2 more times. 

 
 10. Sew the sides of the 3 pieces of the tree together wrong  
  sides together.  (leaving a gap at the top to place the   
  tree topper inside)  Sew along the inside of the 
  green satin stitches to make a triangle. 
 

 

 11. Using fabric glue, attach Pom-Poms in various spots on  
  tree where you like to hang the ornaments from. 

 
 12. Stuff inside of tree with fiber filling.

 13.   Embroider 2 tree toppers (XM3084) and glue them   
             (wrong sides) together, and insert into the open area 
             on the top tree.

For each ornament:

 1.   Wind bobbin(s) with coordinating thread.

 2.   Hoop two pieces of fibrous water-soluble stabilizer.

 

 3.   After embroidering design, trim water-soluble 
  stabilizer close to the design edges.  Dissolve stabilizer  
  by placing in water or wetting edges with Q-tip.  After  
  stabilizer has been dissolved, lay flat on non-stick   
  surface to dry.  Iron between two pieces of material, if  
  edges curl up.

 4.   Glue ribbon or string to the back of each ornament.

 5.   Hang from Pom Poms on the tree.

  The Christmas Tree project is complete!

Formats: art, dst, exp, hus, jef, ofm, pcs, pes, sew, vip, vp3, xxx
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